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The tools in this suite:
1. About this tool

This tool is aimed at all those with a responsibility for commissioning the children's workforce. This includes commissioners of specialist services that support children and young people with speech, language and communication needs (SLCN), and those concerned with other workforce groups where SLCN competences may be required.

A whole system approach

Like other tools in this series, the paper takes a 'whole system' approach. It covers both the specialist speech, language and communication needs workforce and other staff (and parents) working in universal, targeted and specialist services, who need varying degrees of knowledge of speech, language and communication needs. Because – as the Bercow review emphasised – needs are widespread and early identification and intervention are crucial, everyone working with children, young people and families needs to understand the importance of children and young people's communication skills. It is important that they are able to recognise when children are falling behind with their speech, language and communication and may need some extra help. It follows that all commissioners of children's services will need to take speech, language and communication needs into account in their commissioning standards and workforce planning, in order to provide a continuum of services around the family.

A whole system approach requires a fully integrated workforce, an ideal which is rarely found. The Bercow review found examples of places where an integrated workforce for speech, language and communication needs has been achieved or is being worked towards. However, the majority of sites visited did not have integrated working.

Pathfinder sites that attempted to map the workforce across the whole speech, language and communication needs 'system' were challenged by:

- difficulty in understanding and defining the whole workforce for speech, language and communication needs and the respective contribution of each group
- difficulty in gathering robust data regarding skills and competences across the workforce.

When we consulted the pathfinder sites, there was widespread demand for a tool that could help commissioners of speech, language and communication services plan their workforce. For example, one site told us:

‘We want a helpful guide that will enable us to understand the whole landscape of SLCN services, how the different parts of the system should link together, and how we can ensure commissioning brings improvement to all the different providers of SLCN services.’

This tool is designed to help commissioners map and plan competences and capacity to meet speech, language and communication needs, across the whole children's workforce.

Using this tool

The purpose of the tool is to:

- help commissioners carry out a whole system mapping of the skills mix and competency levels required in their local area to meet speech, language and communication needs across the spectrum of universal, targeted and specialist levels of need
- provide a practical, step by step guide to commissioners, managers and other providers to enable them to map speech, language and communication needs competences and capacity within their current workforce and to compare these with the needs of the population as identified through needs assessment
- provide guidance on strategic planning for the development of an integrated speech, language and communication needs workforce.

This tool is primarily for those commissioning the workforce that supports children and young people with speech, language and communication needs, within universal as well as specialist services. As such, it will be useful in developing local strategic plans for children and young people and any plans there may be for the development of the children's workforce. However, the competence mapping may also be of use to provider organisations seeking to ensure that the appropriate competence base and skill mix exists within their workforce, as part of their operational and business planning. The outcomes of workforce mapping will also provide an indication of further training and development needs.

---

1 See the whole system mapping and design tool for more information on what a whole system approach is and why it is needed
3 See page 15 for indicators of an integrated workforce
This tool is part of a suite of tools for commissioners of speech, language and communication needs services. It should be read particularly in conjunction with the Whole System Mapping and Design, Needs Assessment and User Involvement and Consultation tools.
2. Workforce planning and the commissioning process

Workforce planning is an ongoing task for commissioners, service managers and providers. It is important, however, to carry out planning that can feed into key stages in the commissioning cycle.

We use here the four-stage cycle set out in the Commissioning Support Programme: understand, plan, do and review.

Understand
Commissioners should assess need (both met and unmet), identify and understand what works (and thus what needs to be commissioned), clearly identify and articulate desired outcomes (see the Evaluating Outcomes tool for further information), and use this analysis to inform decisions about priorities for commissioning.

Making an accurate ‘map’ of the current workforce will be an important part of this stage. It is essential to include the speech, language and communication needs competences of the entire children’s workforce, not just the speech and language therapy workforce.

Plan
In the ‘plan’ stage, current skills should be mapped against needs in a gap analysis. The workforce development plan (which may be part of the local strategic plan for children and young people) should set out a strategy for remedying gaps. Providers will need to address gaps in their operational plans.

The shape of the workforce to deliver high quality provision for children and young people with speech, language and communication needs may vary according to specific factors within a local area. There is no ‘benchmark’ of an ideal workforce to meet a given need. However, in considering a range of providers to deliver speech, language and communication services, it will be crucial for commissioners to see beyond head count and cost and to take into consideration qualitative factors such as the levels of competence and organisational knowledge of the speech, language and communication needs area. It will also be important to understand the ongoing role of professional development and training.

Do
In this stage, commissioners procure and develop services based on the plan. The tools at the disposal of commissioners for improving performance include performance measures and standards. A statement about speech, language and communication could be included in the overarching commissioning standards, and appended to all service level agreements and contracts so helping to ensure that all staff are aware of the importance of speech, language and communication and have the confidence to identify problems and refer children for further help if necessary.

Providers will need to ensure that they have enough specialist staff (speech and language therapists, teachers and educational psychologists with specialist postgraduate qualifications in speech, language and communication). They will need to ensure that these specialist staff are given time to train and develop the wider workforce supporting children and young people across universal, targeted and specialist services.

Review
Monitoring and evaluation can enable commissioners to assess the extent to which services are contributing to improved outcomes for children and young people, provide evidence of what is working or not working, enable service users to provide feedback on services and identify what actions are necessary to secure improvements. For more information about evaluation approaches see the Evaluating Outcomes tool.

Monitoring and evaluation of the workforce contribution to improved outcomes for children and young people with speech, language and communication needs should include seeking evidence of integrated working across the workforce and the absence of ‘silos’ and single professional pathways, as well as recognising that good outcomes may be ones that are delivered by a number of individuals and not one group. Different commissioners will have greater or lesser interest in different aspects of outcomes for children and young people, but all need to be aware that speech, language and communication difficulties can contribute to other problems. Interviews with parents of children and young people with speech, language and communication needs indicate that the important workforce issues for them are timely access to the right people in the right places and a sense of ‘joined up working’ around their child.
Four phases of the commissioning process

**Understand**
Understand needs, resources and priorities and agree outcomes

- Map the SLCN roles and competencies of the entire workforce
- Assess needs for SLCN input
- Assess the effectiveness of integration

**Plan**
Map and plan sustainable and diverse services to deliver outcomes

- Compare current skills with needs: gap analysis
- Strategic plan for workforce development

**Do**
Procur and develop services based on the plan

- Commissioning standards to raise awareness of SLCN across the workforce
- Providers ensure they have the right skill mix
- Review impact of actions to develop and maintain skill mix and competency levels

**Review**
Monitor service delivery of outcomes and take remedial action if necessary

Figure 1: Workforce planning and the commissioning process
3. The SLCN workforce

The speech, language and communication needs workforce encompasses both specialist SLCN staff (predominantly speech and language therapists, but also teachers and educational psychologists with specialist qualifications in SLCN), and other staff within the children's workforce who require varying levels of SLCN competences.

There is currently a lack of consensus and firm evidence about the appropriate skill mix and workforce balance needed to support the speech, language and communication needs of the whole population of children and young people. There is much local variation, for instance in staffing ratios for language provision. Existing workforce planning tools tend to focus on what specialist skills or roles are required but rarely consider what is needed within the wider workforce, for example in relation to health visitors, teachers, teaching assistants and other non-SLCN 'specialist' roles.

The interface between the roles of the specialist and wider workforce

Speech and language therapists are the professional group with the most specialist competences for the support of speech, language and communication needs.

However, in considering the workforce required to deliver support across the whole system from universal, through targeted to specialist levels of needs, workforce planning needs to take account of both who in the wider workforce has a role to support speech, language and communication needs and how they can provide this support. Linked to this will be the interface with the speech and language therapists within the area and a need to define the role of the speech and language therapist in relation to the wider workforce.

The Royal College of Speech and Language Therapists position paper ‘Supporting children with speech, language and communication needs within integrated children’s services’ (Gascoigne, 2006) set the agenda for speech and language therapists within the changing context of children’s services and most significantly began to identify the role that speech and language therapists play across the spectrum of universal, targeted and specialist services as well as the linkages with the wider workforce.

Figure 2 graphically represents the role of the specialist speech and language therapy workforce as part of the workforce deployment pyramid for integrated children’s services (Gascoigne, 2006).

---

Figure 2: Workforce deployment pyramid for integrated children’s services (Gascoigne, 2006)

---

Footnote:
wider workforce. The crucial point to note is that whilst speech and language therapists are the specialists for speech, language and communication needs, they rely on collaboration with parents and the wider workforce in order to effect change. They also have an important, albeit different, role to play at all three tiers of the system.

Figure 3, on the next page, The Balanced System™ SLCN definitions and roles within the workforce⁵, provides a narrative summary of the children accessing each tier of support and the roles of the specialist and wider workforce in supporting them.

In parallel with the development of this workforce model, our understanding of speech, language and communication needs has changed. Awareness of the importance of spoken language and communication skills for learning and the links between disadvantage and impoverished early language development broadened the definition of speech, language and communication needs. It now includes not only the traditional target group – children and young people most impaired in respect of their communication – but also those who do not have specific, long term speech and language needs but nevertheless are experiencing delayed speech and language development which is impacting on their access to learning opportunities.

This increased awareness highlights the importance of the wider workforce in supporting speech, language and communication at the universal level and also the role of the wider workforce in working alongside speech and language therapists in providing targeted and supporting specialist interventions.

The Speech, Language and Communication Framework (SLCF)⁶ provides a competence based self-assessment tool for the wider workforce linked to the Children’s Workforce Development Council’s Integrated Qualification Framework (IQF).

Figure 4 shows how the wider workforce and the speech and language therapy workforce interface around the IQF levels in respect of specific expertise in speech, language and communication needs. Key points to note are:

- Within the wider children’s workforce, all staff require a basic level of competence in speech, language and communication, some will require enhanced competences, and a few will require specialist competences.
- Similarly, within the professional speech and language therapist workforce, a range of levels of competency and specialism will be required.

The wider workforce for SLCN

The Bercow Review in 2008, took up the concept of provision for children and young people with SLCN needing to be across universal, targeted and specialist levels and therefore underlined the need to define the contribution of the wider workforce in meeting SLCN.

www.mgaconsulting.org.uk/the-balanced-system

6 The Speech, Language and Communication Framework (SLCF), published by the Communication Trust
www.communicationhelppoint.org.uk/da/about%20the%20slcf.aspx

© MT Gascoigne, 2008
### The Balanced System™ SLCN definitions and roles within the workforce

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service tier</th>
<th>Population of children with SLCN</th>
<th>Role of the Speech and Language Therapist</th>
<th>Role of others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Specialist</strong></td>
<td>Children identified as having specialist needs over and above those that can be met via universal offer - specialist services for children with identified specialist need. Team around the child approach and multi-disciplinary teams commonly the source of support.</td>
<td>The role of the speech and language therapist at the specialist level is,</td>
<td>To work alongside specialist colleagues to carry out activities and programmes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Few children relative to the whole population but numbers not to be underestimated.</td>
<td>• to assess and diagnose specific SLCN requiring a specialist level of support</td>
<td>In the case of teachers or educational psychologists with specialist SLCN qualifications: to support parents, early years practitioners and school staff in ensuring that children can access appropriate learning opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In terms of SLCN these children will have ongoing persistent difficulties in this area. The range will include children who are cognitively able and have specific speech, language and communication difficulties as well as children with more complex profiles of need in which language and communication are a part.</td>
<td>• to identify and put in place the appropriate interventions and put these in place. Interventions may include direct work by a speech and language therapist but will always benefit from the involvement of parents and others in the wider workforce to reinforce and repeat appropriate activities on an ongoing basis.</td>
<td>In the case of specialist Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC) teams: to assess and make recommendations on appropriate communication aids for those who need them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Targeted</strong></td>
<td>Some children are for an identified sub group who may have specific need or be felt to be vulnerable to particular need. In terms of SLCN specifically this group is broad and makes up the majority in volume of children who benefit from SLT involvement.</td>
<td>The role of the speech and language therapist at the targeted level is three-fold:</td>
<td>To identify children and young people who may have SLCN and seek appropriate advice, assessment and intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'Some' children - the numbers will vary and will be influenced by demographic factors within a given area.</td>
<td>1. To identify children and young people who require support at a targeted or potentially specialist level including assessment and diagnosis of SLCN as needed</td>
<td>In the case of teachers or educational psychologists with specialist SLCN qualifications: to support parents, early years practitioners and school staff in ensuring that children can access appropriate learning opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Targeted services are for an identified sub group who may have specific need or be felt to be vulnerable to particular need. In terms of SLCN specifically this group is broad and makes up the majority in volume of children who benefit from SLT involvement.</td>
<td>2. To provide more advanced and specific training to parents and members of the wider workforce</td>
<td>In the case of specialist Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC) teams: to assess and make recommendations on appropriate communication aids for those who need them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Range includes children with delayed language and communication skills who can be expected to respond to intervention through to early identification of children who may go on to have more persistent need and potentially require specialist services in other respects.</td>
<td>3. To establish and maintain a wide range of interventions suitable for groups of children and young people – ideally within settings and schools. These can be very general, such as early language 'first words', or more specific, such as working on a specific sound group.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Most of this group should be able to be mobile groups and children may go down the universal level or move to the specialist level.</td>
<td>The speech and language therapist will be involved in,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Some children with specialist overall profiles of need in which SLCN are a secondary feature will have their SLCN appropriately met at this tier and may not require special SLCN provision.</td>
<td>• Establishing the interventions and outcomes schemes and plans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Universal</strong></td>
<td>All children needing to acquire and use speech, language and communication. All age range and includes children identified at targeted and specialist levels</td>
<td>• Co-running the interventions with staff from the wider workforce who will continue the work in the absence of the SLT as part of the setting or school offer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mainstream services available to all eg. Children's centres, nurseries, schools, GP, HV, libraries, leisure centres etc</td>
<td>• Monitoring the progress of the staff members from the wider workforce and offering support as needed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The role of the speech and language therapist at a universal level is to support the mainstream system. This involves,</td>
<td>• Monitoring the selection and progress of children accessing targeted interventions and evaluating interventions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Every child needing to acquire and use speech, language and communication. All age range and includes children identified at targeted and specialist levels</td>
<td>• General awareness raising and advice to parents and interested parties – ideally in conjunction with existing universal programmes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The range will include children who are cognitively able and have specific speech, language and communication difficulties as well as children with more complex profiles of need in which language and communication are a part.</td>
<td>Development and provision of appropriate information materials to parents, service users, and the wider workforce.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Some children with specialist overall profiles of need in which SLCN are a secondary feature will have their SLCN appropriately met at this tier and may not require special SLCN provision.</td>
<td>The balance of direct involvement from the SLT for specific interventions will be dependent on the capacity in the wider workforce to support the interventions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In the case of teachers or educational psychologists with specialist SLCN qualifications: to support parents, early years practitioners and school staff in ensuring that children can access appropriate learning opportunities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*©M.T.Gascoigne, 2010*
The wider workforce as it applies to children and young people with speech, language and communication needs could be construed as all of the ‘core children’s workforce’ as described by the Children’s Workforce Development Council.

The minimum set of competences which would ideally be in place for the whole of this wider workforce would equate to the universal level of competence for supporting speech, language and communication needs as identified using the SLCF.

Within that wider workforce there will be some who develop a particular interest and enhanced competences with respect to speech, language and communication needs, and a relatively small number who will make this a specialist interest within their own particular role. For example, within a children’s centre, early years setting or school, there may be a small number of support staff who complete additional training, either through courses or as a result of ‘on the job’ skills development working with the speech and language therapy team, who then have a role to play in delivering an enhanced level of support for children at the universal and in some cases, targeted levels of support. In a small number of places, there are BTEC Level 3 courses available in speech, language and communication for support workers. The North Lincolnshire Pathfinder has been closely involved in the development of such a course since 2000. The case study on page 10 provides an outline of the impact this has had on the local workforce profile.

Commissioners in a geographically distant area where there is no current access to such a course have considered seed funding the establishment of a course at their local FE College in order to facilitate this level of competence in the wider workforce. Suitable SLCN modules, developed for the Level 3 Children and Young People’s Workforce Diploma, are available at www.talkingpoint.org.uk. Some widely used licensed training courses provided locally by speech and language therapists and advisory teachers are accredited at Level 3 by the Open College Network (OCN). Distance learning courses are also available from a number of universities.

Those who develop specialist competences for speech, language and communication needs within the wider workforce will typically be in roles which are already specialist roles in another related domain. For example some SENCOs may choose to develop this level of competence, along with some advisory teachers and learning support staff. Whilst all health visitors would be expected to have at least the enhanced level of competence for the identification strand in the framework, some will develop a special interest and achieve the specialist level of competence.

Strategically, it is important to be able to both map the current range of competences and the roles in which they sit, and to pro-actively commission the workforce competence profile that the needs assessment and whole system mapping indicate is appropriate for a given local area.

There is no ‘ideal’ workforce map and there will be different solutions in different areas which may all deliver the required provision and outcomes for children and young people. For example, where there is a school with a SENCO and team of teaching assistants who have reached an enhanced level of competence for speech, language and communication needs, it will be possible for children with targeted needs to be appropriately supported by the school staff with minimal oversight from a speech and language therapist. In contrast, where a school has no staff with competences for speech, language and communication needs beyond the universal level, the same targeted interventions may need to be delivered by a speech and language therapist alongside training to raise the level of competence within the school.

The specialist workforce for SLCN

The specialist workforce for speech, language and communication needs comprises two groups: registered speech and language therapists, and other professionals with specialist knowledge of speech, language and communication needs. We consider the latter group first. Apart from speech and language therapists, there are a small number of other professional roles which have specialist knowledge of speech, language and communication needs with a specific focus, such as psychologists and paediatricians who specialise in communication disorders. Typically all these disciplines work together within multi-disciplinary teams around those specific areas of need.

There are a small number of specialist teachers who have developed specialist knowledge of speech, language and communication needs from the perspective of their impact on the child or young person’s access to the curriculum. There is currently no mandatory post-graduate training for this role nor a mandatory requirement for such posts to exist within a local area, resulting in significant variation from place to place. Where such posts do exist, their collaborative work with speech and language therapists both in delivering joint training and in supporting education colleagues in increasing the accessibility of the curriculum for pupils with speech, language and communication needs is very valuable.

Speech and language therapists have the specialist competences for supporting speech, language and communication needs within the children’s workforce as a whole. All speech and language therapists will have the competences to assess and diagnose the majority of speech, language and communication needs in children and young people and identify an appropriate support plan. There will be children for whom assessment and/or support from a specialist speech and language therapist...
is required. Specialist and highly specialist speech and language therapists have a key role to play in supporting less specialist colleagues as well as in training and developing the wider children’s workforce. Consequently, there will need to be a skill mix which allows for specialist and highly specialist skills within the speech and language therapy element of the workforce.

Some speech, language and communication needs are so specific, low incidence, and high need, that the specialist skills needed as part of the pathway to support these children and young people may need to be commissioned on a regional or sub-regional basis. Examples would be cleft lip and palate, persistent stammering in older children or young people and services to support children and young people who need high-technology augmentative and alternative communication aids. Figure 5 illustrates the role of the specialist speech and language therapist within the speech and language therapy element of the workforce.

Figure 5: Specialist support for low incidence needs (Gascoigne, 2008)
Workforce planning: North Lincolnshire Case Study

Background
Over the last few years the North Lincolnshire pathfinder has developed SLT services in mainstream schools through joint health and education funding, joint consultation and staff training. Workforce planning and development has been an important part of this process and the pathfinder has run training and provided toolkits for staff in educational settings, particularly schools and nurseries. In addition, a ‘Communication and Interaction Charter Mark’ has been introduced for schools to benchmark themselves, aimed at raising standards with support from SLC specialists.

What has been developed and achieved

BTEC Qualification for support staff
In 2000 the pathfinder developed a BTEC qualification for support staff aimed at any workers with a role in supporting speech, language and communication. Over the past ten years approximately 120 people have obtained the Edexcel-validated qualification, and the programme has been rolled out to other areas. This has enabled the numbers of staff trained with a benchmarked level of understanding regarding SLCN to increase across all levels of the health, social care and education workforce. All schools in the area now have at least one member of staff holding the BTEC qualification. In addition, specialised training delivered to the early years workforce, such as family link workers, assistant staff within health, and local childminders, has up-skilled the workforce with a basic awareness of SLCN, and equipped them with the knowledge to recognise normal and abnormal language and communication development in children.

Work with schools and toolkit supporting universal provision
All children with SLCN (not just those with statements of SEN) are now seen by SLTs in school, reducing the number of missed appointments and minimising the burden on the child and the family. Each school now has a named SLT working with them. Only children with cleft lip and palate are now taken out of school for an initial referral meeting by a specialist.

Toolkits have been provided to schools in the area, so that staff can identify problems with children’s SLC and try to resolve mild problems without referring on to Speech and Language therapy. This makes for more efficient use of SLT staff, as teachers are given training on what they can try to resolve and what should be referred to specialist SLT professionals. This has enabled the SLT service to focus on delivering the most effective interventions and target those most in need of their support.

Communication and Interaction Charter Mark
The ‘Communication and Interaction’ Charter Mark was launched in 2010, and is being taken forward by several children’s services providers, including primary, secondary and specialist schools, local authority respite care and voluntary provision, and early years settings. Once the award has been achieved, the intention is for services to be in a position to encourage and support others to achieve the award, making the scheme self-sustaining. The aim of the award is to encourage services to set their own baselines, evaluate SLCN knowledge within the workforce and identify any gaps. They are then encouraged to use local resources to identify their needs and are offered tailored training and development.

One key challenge and success factor
The main challenge has been to bring all stakeholders to the table and ensure all their various needs and interests are met.

Key to North Lincolnshire’s success has been making links with the current agendas of individual schools and settings – ensuring that the service meets their particular needs and priorities, and identifying how improvements in SLC provision can support schools and settings to meet broader outcomes.
4. Mapping the SLCN workforce

This section of the tool has links with the Whole System Mapping and Design and Needs Assessment tools from which information will have been gathered about the current provision for children and young people with speech, language and communication needs and the range of individuals involved in delivering that provision.

Two aspects of mapping the speech, language and communication needs workforce will be explored:

- identifying the workforce and their competences for speech, language and communication needs (who, where, how many, what they can do)
- auditing the integration of the workforce to deliver support for children and young people (how effective is it).

Identifying the workforce and their competences

The templates which follow (table 1) are not intended to be prescriptive but give an overview of how the competences expected from different sections of the workforce might map onto the common integrated qualifications framework, taking competences in supporting speech, language and communication needs as the parameter of measurement. Naturally many of the professionals in the wider workforce will have competences in their own area of specialism that are equivalent to levels 5–9.

In mapping the workforce in a given area, this template can be completed with details of precisely who the workforce are, where they support children and young people with speech, language and communication needs and how many of each are currently in the system within a local area.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IQF level of competence for SLCN</th>
<th>Wider workforce</th>
<th>SLT workforce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Highly specialist speech and language therapists who also hold senior managerial positions with cross-organisational responsibilities</td>
<td>Regional centres of excellence or managers in organisations where they have significant responsibilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Highly specialist speech and language therapists who may have achieved consultant or principal speech and language therapist level and/or may have additional responsibilities for management, research and clinical leadership within a clinical specialist area</td>
<td>In current NHS pay bands level 8 has four sub-bands: 8d; 8c; 8b; 8a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>A very small number of specialist advisory teachers nationally who have developed a career in supporting SLCN as a specialist role. Educational psychologists with a particular interest in SLCN</td>
<td>Employed at local area level or working within regional or national resources. Involved in professional development activities at a national level. Typically one or two per local area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Highly specialist clinical posts where the post holder has developed competences in a specialist area at a masters or equivalent level and provides clinical leadership for less experienced colleagues in this area and provides highly specialist expertise in the assessment, diagnosis and management of specific SLCN</td>
<td>These posts are the clinical specialists within a service and a number can be expected in every speech and language therapy service relative to the overall needs of the area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQF level of competence for SLCN</td>
<td>Wider workforce</td>
<td>SLT workforce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>A small number of those advisory teachers or learning support teachers for SLCN and/or teachers in charge of specialist resources for SLCN within a local area who have completed post-graduate training in the area and/or who have accumulated significant skills and experience in the area. Educational psychologists.</td>
<td>Usually local authority wide roles or within specialist resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (equivalent to the specialist level of the SLCF)</td>
<td>Some health visitors will have additional competences in the area of SLCN. Advisory teachers or learning support teachers for SLCN and/or teachers in charge of specialist resources for SLCN within a local area who have completed post-graduate training in the area and/or who have accumulated significant skills and experience in the area. Some parents of children with specific SLCN will also potentially develop competences at this level and beyond.</td>
<td>Typically specialist health visitors working as part of specialist multi-disciplinary teams. Usually local authority wide roles or within specialist resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQF level of competence for SLCN</td>
<td>Wider workforce</td>
<td>SLT workforce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (equivalent to the enhanced level of the SLCF)</td>
<td>Health visitors should have enhanced level competences for SLCN as minimum requirement. Parents, early years practitioners, teachers, teaching assistants, support workers, health care assistants with enhanced training for SLCN working at a higher level</td>
<td>Small numbers per children's centre or extended school cluster or similar grouping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (equivalent to the enhanced level of the SLCF)</td>
<td>Parents, early years practitioners, teachers, teaching assistants, support workers, health care assistants with enhanced training for SLCN</td>
<td>Early years settings and schools, health settings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (equivalent to the universal level of the SLCF)</td>
<td>Parents, early years practitioners, teachers, teaching assistants, support workers, health care assistants</td>
<td>Early years settings and schools, health settings.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Auditing the integration of the workforce in your local area

The second element of mapping the workforce is having a baseline of the progress towards an integrated speech, language and communication needs workforce. As noted above, the evidence from the Bercow review is that very few places can demonstrate a truly integrated approach to the workforce for speech, language and communication needs. However, it must be an aspiration and in order to map progress a baseline measure is essential.

The Children’s Workforce Development Council (2010) produced a useful model for considering indicators of a good integrated children’s workforce along eight dimensions.\(^8\)

- **Shared identity purpose and vision** – characterised by all those working with children and young people perceiving themselves as part of one workforce with a common purpose
- **Common language and values**
- **Behaviour focused on positive outcomes for children and young people** – characterised by team behaviour around children’s pathways and not ‘silo’ thinking within professional or sector groups
- **Integrated working practices** – characterised by shared practice across professional and sector groups to achieve common goals for children and young people
- **High quality appropriately trained workforce** – characterised by a workforce that has access to high quality CPD and where all individuals are valued for their competences
- **Complementary roles focused around children and young people**
- **Capacity to deliver and keep children safe** – characterised by having enough people with the right skills with a central tenet of keeping children safe as being everyone’s responsibility
- **Outcome focus.**

This model can be used to consider how integrated the SLCN workforce is in a given area as part of the overall workforce analysis.

Figure 6 takes the indicators of a good integrated workforce and adds potential indicators or speech, language and communication needs, which can be used as an audit tool.

The case study on page 17 gives an illustration of a successful attempt to integrate the speech, language and communication needs SLCN workforce.

---

8 Children’s Workforce Development Council (2010). *All together, a better way of working. One children’s workforce framework.* [www.cwdcouncil.org.uk/ assets/0000/9017/WRI3-0310_OCWF_poster.pdf](http://www.cwdcouncil.org.uk/assets/0000/9017/WRI3-0310_OCWF_poster.pdf)
## The Balanced System™ Integrated SLCN workforce audit tool

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key factor</th>
<th>What does an integrated SLCN workforce look like?</th>
<th>How well are we doing?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shared identity purpose and vision</td>
<td>SLCN understood to be a shared responsibility across the wider workforce and the specialist workforce and across all agencies contributing to the service for children and young people in the Local Area. No ‘them and us’ between statutory agencies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common language and values</td>
<td>Finding ways of describing SLCN which do not use over medical terminology and equally explain educational terms in accessible ways. Working together in planning pathways for children and young people with SLCN focusing on shared outcomes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behaviour focused on positive outcomes for children and young people</td>
<td>Integrated teams around settings, schools and communities with the goals for children and young people with SLCN at the centre. No unilateral decision making without taking into account the impact on the wider support infrastructure. This includes strategic commissioning decisions and organisational re-structures as well as practitioner teams</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated working practices</td>
<td>SLTs and the wider workforce work as part of integrated teams using all the available competences for maximum impact on children and young people</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High quality appropriately trained workforce</td>
<td>Robust training for all levels of competence and transparency and shared understanding of SLCN skills and competences. Cost savings should be viewed holistically and the cost/benefit analysis of different skills mix should be taken into account – for example the cost benefits of employing more assistant level staff may be offset by the costs of supervision from specialists in some circumstances</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complementary roles focused around children and young people</td>
<td>Respect and mutual understanding of SLCN competences across teams, professional groups and agencies. Trans-disciplinary working for the benefit of children and young people.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity to deliver and develop speech, language and communication skills of all children</td>
<td>SLCN is everyone’s responsibility at some level</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome focus</td>
<td>Commissioned outcomes for SLCN must be joint outcomes which are child and young person centred and not about specific inputs from specific members of the workforce</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Adapted from the CWDC One Workforce Framework [http://www.cwdcouncil.org.uk/assets/0000/9017/WR13-0310_OCWF_poster.pdf](http://www.cwdcouncil.org.uk/assets/0000/9017/WR13-0310_OCWF_poster.pdf) © M.T. Gascoigne 2010
Children’s Integrated Speech and Language Therapy Service for Hackney and the City

In 2004, teams from City and Hackney Teaching PCT and the Learning Trust came together to form the Integrated Speech and Language Therapy Service. The PCT team historically sat within the wider Children’s Therapy Service which included occupational therapists and physiotherapists, whilst the Learning Trust team sat within the Inclusion Support Service which included specialist teachers and early years consultants. The new integrated service provided a structural link between the wider workforce groups across health and education providers.

Time was taken to develop a shared vision for the support of all children and young people with speech, language and communication needs in the local area. Some team members were employed by the PCT and others by the Learning Trust but all team members carried access and identity cards for both organisations in order to facilitate both practical sharing of space and facilities but also to foster a sense of belonging across agency boundaries.

Joint training and professional development was a key factor in the service development with ‘health’ employees and ‘education’ employees accessing training opportunities across both organisations – not only increasing knowledge but also introducing a common language around speech, language and communication needs that was applicable in any domain.

Similarly, staff from both organisations jointly developed and delivered a comprehensive training programme to the wider workforce, further reinforcing a joint identity and common purpose.

Management structures were developed based on functional processes rather than traditional organisational boundaries meaning that staff employed by either organisation could be line managed by someone from the alternate organisation if this was functionally appropriate.

At a strategic level, reciprocal membership of key management groups was put in place. Financially, budgets from both organisations for SLCN services were aligned under the day-to-day management of the overall service lead.

Outcomes

» There is less confusion for parents, schools, early years settings and other stakeholders.

» Service delivery is more effective, with reduced structural barriers for children and young people in terms of accessing support.

Challenges

» Establishing a new service identity within and beyond the immediate team is challenging.

» There was a lack of precedent for infrastructure in terms of corporate services across both organisations.
5. Workforce planning for meeting speech, language and communication needs

There are a number of workforce planning guides within the public sector but essentially all cover the same core elements:

1. definition of the scope of the workforce to be considered
2. identification of need for this workforce
3. mapping the current workforce, matching the current workforce to identified need and gap analysis
4. strategic plan for workforce development
5. monitoring and review

This guide will follow this process. However it should be noted that there are significant challenges in workforce planning for speech, language and communication needs associated with the wide range of variables within the system for which data are currently insufficient or inadequate.

Step One: Definition of the scope of the workforce to be considered

The workforce model in section 4 shows the range of the whole workforce needed to support speech, language and communication needs of children and young people within a ‘whole system’ approach. However, there are currently insufficient data to attach numbers to the various elements of the workforce and so establish an ‘ideal’ workforce profile. This difficulty stems from the wide variation from place to place in how services are provided and the lack of robust outcomes data with which to evaluate different models.

Where a commissioner wishes to consider a sub-section of the ‘whole’ there are additional challenges in terms of the need to understand the interplay between different elements of the system, for example,

- between different tiers of the system – are you considering the workforce to deliver to children with targeted needs vs. specialist needs?
- between different groups within the workforce – are you considering the number of speech and language therapists needed vs. the number of teaching assistants to deliver support in schools?
- between the workforce needed to deliver a defined pathway – are you considering the skill mix needed to support children and young people with a specific speech, language and communication need in terms of universal, targeted and specialist elements of the pathway?

Step Two: Identification of need for this workforce

The Needs Assessment tool provides detailed information in terms of identifying the needs of the population for which you are commissioning.

The next step is to identify the workforce which is required to achieve the desired outcomes for the children and young people with speech, language and communication needs across the whole system or in a defined part of it.

There will be a number of options in terms of skills mix and pattern of delivery and at this point it will be necessary to form a view as to the model of service provision that is required.

Advice regarding models of provision can be obtained from a range of sources including guidance documents produced by government departments, third sector representative organisations such as the Communication Trust, the Office of the Communication Champion and Council’s website (www.thecommunicationcouncil.org), and the Royal College of Speech and Language Therapists’ Resource Manual for Commissioning and Planning Services for SLCN.

Step Three: Mapping the current workforce, and matching it to identified need and gap analysis

In parallel with identifying the scope and scale of the need to be addressed, it is essential to understand the current workforce in place to meet the need.

It will be necessary to identify:

- the roles which exist
- the competences associated with each role and how these are determined (for example, self or peer assessment, formal qualification, accredited training etc)
- how many of each role are in place
- where they carry out their role
- how many children and young people they currently support
- which other roles within the workforce have key relationships with them in supporting children and young people.

Once the workforce has been identified and a model of service provision decided upon, it will be possible to explore scenarios to test the degree to which the current workforce can meet the need and alternative ways of
using the workforce to meet the need, and to identify gaps in the workforce – which might be competence gaps and / or capacity gaps.

**Step Four: Strategic planning for workforce development**

The next step is to decide on the most appropriate strategy to secure the required workforce.

Potential challenges at this stage include:

- identifying an ideal workforce which is unaffordable within the current economic climate – in which case strategic decisions will have to be taken as to how best to manage such pressures

- identifying a workforce need where there is a significant shortfall in supply – either through identifying significant training needs which have to be met in order to address a competence deficit in the workforce or through identifying a lack of resource of appropriately skilled practitioners, for example specialist practitioners in a very specific element of speech, language and communication needs.

It will be important to be aware of the relative costs and availability of different elements in the workforce and plan to ensure that more highly qualified (scarce and/or expensive) staff are used as effectively as possible. This is particularly crucial at a time of financial stringency.

Regardless of potential challenges, the clarity achieved through a systematic workforce mapping exercise should allow for informed strategic decision making in order to meet the speech, language and communication needs of children and young people. The information should inform commissioning standards and service specifications.

**Step Five: Monitoring and review**

This part of the process links to the Evaluating Outcomes tool.

Whilst the impact of speech, language and communication services is likely to be measured using primarily child and young person centred data, at the individual and/or at a group level, the workforce should also be reviewed across a number of parameters.

Potential areas for monitoring which relate specifically to the workforce include:

- that provider organisations maintain the appropriate skills mix and competence levels within the workforce to deliver the service

- that the wider workforce continues to be developed and trained in accordance with the workforce competence map

- developments in the evidence base which might suggest adjustments to the current workforce needed.

As with all areas of commissioning there is a cyclical process, and feedback from monitoring and review of the workforce must inform the next phase of needs analysis and so on.
6. Useful resources

**Tools and frameworks**

- The Speech, Language and Communication Framework (SLCF), published by the Communication Trust [www.communicationhelppoint.org.uk/da/about%20the%20slcf.aspx](http://www.communicationhelppoint.org.uk/da/about%20the%20slcf.aspx)

  This Framework allows practitioners to carry out a self assessment of their skills and knowledge and to identify the areas that may need further professional development. The Framework defines competences at different levels in speech language and communication services – universal, enhanced and specialist. The SLCN Framework can also be used on a group basis as well as for individual skill mapping.

- National standards for AAC assessment services will be available in early 2011. [www.communicationmatters.org.uk/nationalaacstandards](http://www.communicationmatters.org.uk/nationalaacstandards)

  These include a description of the competences needed for targeted and specialist AAC service providers.

- The CWDC One Workforce Framework. [www.cwdcouncil.org.uk/participation/resources/workforce-planning](http://www.cwdcouncil.org.uk/participation/resources/workforce-planning)

  The One Children’s Workforce Framework describes an integrated workforce for children’s services. It can be used at an individual level or at team level to identify areas for professional development as well as being a tool for strategic commissioners to help them with workforce planning.


  This position paper published by the Royal College of Speech and Language Therapists discusses the role of speech and language therapy within the wider workforce and sets out a vision for the future.

- *Children & Young People’s Workforce Development Guide* [www.cypworkforce.co.uk/](http://www.cypworkforce.co.uk/)

  Although this guide is specifically for Wales, it may be a useful tool for commissioners in developing workforce plans. The guide has been designed as a resource for children and young people’s partnerships to support local workforce development plans.


  This tool has been developed for CAMHs services but has some useful transferable learning for SLCN commissioners.


  This website covers workforce issues in the NHS, and contains useful tools for workforce planning, including a guide on the children’s services workforce.


- IDeA Workforce Planning at [www.idea.gov.uk/idk/core/page.do?pageId=5448611](http://www.idea.gov.uk/idk/core/page.do?pageId=5448611)


- Office of the Communication Champion and Council website [www.thecommunicationcouncil.org](http://www.thecommunicationcouncil.org)